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Opinion

'Jjunzek~rs(1Ystrees aren't people.
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kids stranded
All right. Enough is indeed enough
While not all of us agree with the idea of the
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.. ; '.'

messenger being affiliated with the ultra-conservative organization Focus on the Family, Milton
Creagh has come, put in many a good word for
non-drug usc, and now he is gone.

."

Now it's time to. follow up on Creagh's motiva-

tions.
You see, it's dandy for a'motivational speaker to
motivate kids and adults to forsake drug use, or to
quit using, as the case may be. And it's more than
dandy for kids to share their pain with Creagh to
begin the healing and turnaround process.
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But the beginning is where the community support seems to end. Anyone who has been to church
camp knows the drill. Screwed-up kids go to the
mountains for a week. They listen to lots of inspiring talk and get "fired up" about their lives and
whatever deity in their lives. They determine to
change.
Then the newly-ehanged kids return to their
unchanged homes. They stick to their ideals for
about one week, when their old habits reappear .
They begin to justify why it's OK to do the things
they declared they would no longer take part in.
And justification becomes the same old habit. So
they wait for church camp to roll around the next
year to set them straight.
Well, who can afford for Millon Creagh to roll
around once each year to set our kids back on
track? It's time for those same community members who attended Creagh's programs to implement
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follow-up programs to decrease the number of
kids-and adults-who
will return 'to their old drug
habits.
We haven't studied any follow-up programs that
would be best to use. We do know, however, that
people needing to change their lives can't do it
alone. Statistics show failure rates are highest when.
the needy have to rely on themselves. Therefore,
we have a couple ideas we hope will be taken to
heart by the community for helping those who,
right now, can't help themselves.
Whether you like it or not, churches have a large
impact on Boise's community. Church leaders need
to set up and hold weekly, bi-weekly or monthly
support meetings for kids and those adults who
want to stay off drugs. Leaders and volunteers need
to get involved with these kids' lives as friends.
Possibilities include having game nights or movie
nights, and sponsoring race teams. Give the kids a
reason to positively occupy their time.
Because it is also an integral part of the community, the YMCA should designate nights for the
same kinds of activities churches should hold. Of
course, there are always limited supplies of inoney,
but money is not the issue-the issue is to help
keep kids off drugs. Charge a small admission fee
if necessary, but try raising money with help from
the same businesses who brought Creagh to speak
in Boise.
Taking care of the kids and adults who need to
stop using drugs is a big, big job. But you can't just
tell someone to stop doing something like drugs
without providing the support, friendship and rehab
programs crucial to making quilling a reality.

Editorials reflect the opinions of The Arbiter's
editor in chief and section editors.

The Arbiter is the official student newspaper of Boise State University. /Is mission is to provide a forum for the
discussion of issues impacting the campus and the community. The Arbiter's budget consists of fees paid by students of BSUand advertising sales. The paper is distributed to the campus and community on Wednesdays during
the school year. The first copy is free. Additional copies cost S1 each, payable at The Arbiter offices.
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OPINION

Tree convicted on all charges

PROSECUTOR: "I'm not a cop. I'm a lawyer. Just
answer Ihe question."

by Damon M. Hunzeker
Columnist

just a tree, man!"

.

TREE: "How the hell do I know what you jlre? I'm

be killing people. I realize it's probably difficult for a
Iree 10 undersland moral issues. After all, they're just
emulaling us. We go 10 school, and we kill each other.

The following headline is true; il was in The Idaho
Stalesman a few weeks ago: "Tree Kills Four Girls on
Way to School." I think this a testament to the effective,
ness of Earth Day. As any good environmenlalisl will
tell you, all Jiving organisms are important. We're all
guests upon this planet. In short, trees arc people, too.
Why should Ihey be denied the opportunity 10 gel an
educalion? And.why shouldn'llhey be able 10 commit
murder?

PROSECUTOR: "Ladies and genl/emen of the jury, I
ask you, docs this tree look innocent? You've already
witnessed his quick temper."

Nevertheless, we make distinctions between good
people and evil people. Eventually, Ihis principle will
have 10 be applied 10 Irees. Basically, good Irees go 10
school; bad Irees kill young girls.

TREE: "Hey! I didn't ask for equal rights. You gave
them 10 me. Earth Day reeks! I'm going 10 back 10
absorbing carbon dioxide and producing oxygen for
your sorry species."

And what about the judicial mess? Trees haven't
been inlroduced 10 our way of doing Ihings. This partieular Iree, the murderer, will have to stand trial eventually. I mean, he can't be that hard to catch. BUI I'm worried. The tree won't understand how 10 behave in court.
I suspect the Iranscript of the trial will reveal a lot about
humanity as well as planllife:

Well finally,
trees have

Anyway, before we allow 'trees 10 assimilate with our
. world, I think they would benefit from a brief lesson in
acceptable behavior. So here's a message for all you
Irees:

acquired equal
rights,

TREE: "Hell no! I'm sick of the cops breathing down
my neck! Look, I was minding my own business, on my
way 10 school, when suddenly, these chicks started tugging on my branches. I fell over and smashed 'em.
What's a Iree gonna do?"

And finally, be Cool-Slay

I have a problem with
two Ihings. Firsl,
. Asencion Ramirez
thinks an inabilily 10
dislinguish between
serious news and
someone's opinion is
a serious problem. Okay, but
do you know what else is a problem? A lolal lack of respeci for any
opinion not your own. Mr. Haskell
look offense and look steps 10 clarify
the situalion. In doing so, he exercised his right 10 air his
opinion. Another problem would have to be thai
Asencion Ramirez thinks a righllo air an opinion is not
universal.
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It is Ihe dedication of people such as Ihese Ihal makes
my time al BSU an enjoyable and educational experience, in and out of Ihe classroom

Dialle Manubay

BSU studellt

-early
Editor's note: actually, BSU students
have all excellellt chalice of getting published. The Arbiter has published all but
olle of the letters received from studellts this
year .

Rellfro

BSU studelll

The clections arc over and thc circus
atmosphere that surrounded campus has
been packed up and taken home, and yet
there is still so much to do. Appreciations
need to be extended 10 the people who
made il all happen.

'95 & '96 MODEL BIKES AT OR
BELOW DEALER COST!!!

z
~

Z

CYCLING ACCESSORIES UP TO

Senator Jason Driever made it a goal to
increase voter turnout in this election 10
2,000 voters. /-Ie dedicated not only his
time, but his heart and soul 10 educaling
BSU students aboulthe imporlance of voting, of making our voices and concerns
heard by those who have the ability 10 do
something about them. /-lis tcnacity and
ambilion in striving 10 achieve something
he so fully believes in is perhaps one of the
greatest lessons Iwill learn in my college
career. /-Ie made me a true believer that life
is our greatest leacher. I want to thank him
for all that he has commitled 10 doing as a
represenlative of Ihe student body. The facl
that we have someone out there looking out
for our besl interests even When we don'l
ourselves is a testament to the type of person he is.

I've been a free speech advocate for ycars. I've
always said Ihe answer to offensive speech is counterspeech, and I'm nol changing my mind. This is just my
counter-speech. It seems like the wrilers at The Arbiter
keep exercising their free speech rights al other people's
expense. This is Ihe kind of "free speech" that gives people like me a bad name. I'm tired of he~lring you people
y

-Tara

Finally, I would like 10 thank Houston NUll. Coach
NUll made it very clear from his arrival in Boise that he
expected the football team 10 be active parlicipants in
studenllife at Boise Slate University, both on and off the
field. This became a reality When nearly 100 percent of
the football learn voted in this election.

Gag me!!!

Second, Asencion Ramirez says wecould all write a
leiter about being "King for a day" and The Arbiter
might publish il. Or they might nol. There is no guaranIcc Ihat those of us who arc not Arbiter employees will
get our opinions published. Asencion Ramirez is an editor with a column. I am a sludenl'with no contractual
employmenl connections to The Arbiter whatsoever.
Who is more likely 10 be published? The fact is,
Asencion Ramirez has a greater righl to air his opinion
than I do. I'm not saying this isn't deserved, but it
should be laken into consideration.

'.

in school.

Pederson and Christine Starr, put in hours of lime and
unequaled dedication toward making Ihis election run
smoothly and efficienl/y. I hope Ihey all realize Ihere are
people out there who arc appreciative.

whine about your rights to bully other people in your
columns. Give it up! You still have your column and
your rights, and you've been using them to trample on
people. If you can't deal with it, fine. I don't think I'll be
gelling a mature response anyway.

For the past few weeks I have been reading with
interest the Ihings your writers have had 10 say about
free speech, and for the most pari, I agree with them.
Unlil now, that is. Now I'm silting wilh "The lasllhing
I'll be saying aboul nerds" in fronl of me. While I slill
believe Ihat censoring Asencion Ramirez would be more
evil Ihan prinling inaccurale news, I also feel I should
exercise my righllo free speech and
let you know how I feel aboul
this.

In our world, you can't just stand in one place all
your life, staring at the stars like a zombie unless you're
in a suicidal cult.

PROSECUTOR: "So you admit to killing them?
TREE: "I didn't admit to squal, copper!"

LETTERS
Ramirez's column crosses the line

You don't kill people in our world. If you do, you'll
end up like O.J.-bankrupt.
OK, maybe Ihal's a bad
example. After all, we make money out of you, so you
guys probably .arcn't in a hurry 10 gel rich. BUI murder is
slill wrong.

PROSECUTOR: "Did you kill those girls?"

Evidently,
they're going
10 school
now. But that
privilege
demands cerlain responsibilities. They shouldn'l
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50% OFF!!!
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SKATEBOARDS, INLINE
SKATES, CLIMBING GEAR,
KAYAKS,
CLOTHING & SHOES
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INVENTORY BLOWOUT!!! ~
DON'T MISS THIS SALE!!! ~

Another body of students that deserves
recog'niti(lO is the members of the Elections
Board. Chair Jillian Gronski and her staff,
Jenni Eighmy. Joseph Frye. Mickey
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tudent Leaders!!
ASBSU ExecLlti'Ve Sta""
P'ositions open!!!
Positions include
Recycling Coordinator
Personnel Selection Director
Chief of Staff
Lobbyist
Election Board Chair
Student Relations Coordinator
Executive Assistant
Quali'fications
2.25 GPA
.,jJ'ob

Full-Fee Paying
Good V\lork Ethic
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THEARBITER WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30, 1991 ,-.------------------;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;===;-to prepare the Clarendon Edition of George
Eliot's Adam Bede for publication by
Oxford University Press. Adam Bede helped
establish Eliot's reputation as one of
Britain's great tv century writers.

NEWSBUCKET·
University selects dean

George Roberts, art, will explore the possible
uses of Du Pot's Riston and other photo-polymer
film technology in the creation of fine art prints.
For the past 50 years, printmaking techniques have
changed very lillie. In recent years, however, new
uses have been discovered for Riston as a printmaking media.

Mark Wheeler has been selected as Boise
State's dean of enrollment services:
He was chosen following a national search to
replace Steve Spafford, who will retire this year
after 25 years at BSU.
Wheeler, who has been an assistant dean of
admissions since.1991, will lead BSU's transition
to an enrollment services concept where students
can receive financial aid, admissions and registration information in one location.
He will be instrumental in the development of
Project ACCESS, the new computer system for
registration, financial aid and other student services. Wheeler will a1so supervise admissions and
new student information offices.
A graduate of Lakeland High School in
Rathdrum, Wheeler earned his bachelor's degree
in English from BSU in 1989. He received his
master's degree in public administration in 1996.
He was an admissions and financiai aid counselor at Lewis and Clark State College in Lewiston
before coming to BSU in 1990 as an admissions
counselor.
Pending State Board of Education approval,
Wheeler will assume his new position July 1.

Faculty receive grants
Boise State University faculty members have
been awarded half of the 14 research grants given
this year by the State Board of Education. BSU
faculty members received seven grants totaling
$217,2000.
"The large number of BSU recipients is really
indicative of a growing interest and involvement
of faculty and research activities," said Alan
Brinton, associate vice president for academic
affairs. Funding for each BSU project ranges from
$27,500 to $33,100.
Each year the board, through its Special
Research Grant program, awards funds based on
the recommendations of a panel of peer evaluators
from outside the state.
BSU students will be involved in many of the
research projects. Faculty selected were:
Leslie Aim, political science, will focus on
bringing about a greater understanding of how scientists view their role in environmental policymaking as is it pertains to acid rain. Aim will use
his results to analyze why it is so difficult to reach
scientific consensus on important environmental
problems in Idaho, the United States and North
America.
Patricia M. Dorman, sociology, will study the
benefits provided by Idaho employers that are considered "family friendly." Dorman believes that
recruitment and retention of productive employees
will depend on progressive company policies that
recognize the important interrelationship between
work and family.
Mike Markel, English, will conduct research
and write a book that integrates ethics more directly into the education of apprentice technical communicators. The book will explain a new approach
to ethical-decision making and analyze cominon
situations faced by technical communicators.
Carol Martin, English, will conduct research

Susan Shadle, chemistry, seeks to gain an
understanding of one aspect of damage to DNA, a
process which can lead to genetic mutations or carcinogenesis in cells. The project uses reactions
between metal compounds and DNA to investigate
whether the sequence of a particular length of
DNA influences its sensitivity to damage.
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Michael P. Zirinsky, history, will gather information for a book-length history of American
Protestant missionaries in Iran in order to uncover
and explain the historical roots of late 20 century
U.S. relations with Iran.

Truck driving program
to offer training
The BSU professional truck driving program
will offer a 20 week evening and weekend course
beginning May 19 and ending Oct. 3. The training
will be followed by a required six-week paid
internship with the motor carrier of the student's
choice.
All 20 weeks of the initial instruction will
include training Monday and Tuesday from 6 to 9
p.m. The first four classes will include] O-hour
classes on both Saturday and Sunday. The next
seven weeks will then switch to 10 hours training
on Saturday or Sunday. The following two weeks
will again have 1O-hour classes on both Saturday
and Sunday followed again by seven weeks of the
Saturday-Sunday option.

Special
$10.00
Setup Fee

w/ Coupon

The BSU professional truck driving program
has placed graduates with major freight carriers
throughout the western and southwestern United
States, Hawaii and Alaska.
For more information call 466-2020 or 1-800442-3221.

Institute on China and
Japan slated for June
Business leaders, educators and students will
have a unique opportunity to learn more about
China and Japan this summer during a week-long
educational conference sponsored by the Boise
State Division of Continuing Education.

ORIENTAL

EXPRESS
WE SERVE LUNCH AND DINNER
Dine In or Carry Out
To Cio Orders: Call in or Fax in

Experts from BSU, other universities and the
business world will share their knowledge of the
two countries during "International Institute:
China and Japan," which will be held in the BSU
Student Union June 9-13.

'" Now offering Vegetarian Dishes/
• Vegetarian Pot Stickers
• Vegetarian Egg Rolls
• Volcano Tofu

•
•
•
•

Mongolian Beef
General Tso's Chicken
Sesami Chicken
Curry Vegetables with Tofu

3.95
3.95
3.95

Telephone (208) 345-8868
Fax (208) 345-8848

NEWSBUCKET
Continued on Page 7

$ 3.95

,

110 North 11th Street
Boise, Idaho 8370.2
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Students
"Just say no," strategy is going to help them, added the
speaker.
Genuine concern combined with a bit of humor and a
plan. of ~ction makes Milton Creagh one of the leading
motivational speakers the "war on drugs" has in its arsenal. On April 23 Creagh, in cooperation with KTVB
Cha.nnel 7 and Boise State University, began speaking
to high school and junior high school students from
Boise and the surrounding cities. His presentations were
held in the BSU Pavilion and the Idaho Center.
Two days were spent lecturing to students without
threats or scare tactics but with understanding and
e~planatio.ns. The sessions themselves became wrought
with emouon as a result of realizations on how far the
problem stretches and who it has affected.
Friday's lecture to business owners and civic leaders
was somewhat different, however, because of Creagh's
stress on the importance of their involvement.
According to the U.S. government, Americans are
among the top six percent of the population consuming
more than 60 percent of the world's supply of illegal
drugs. Creagh said 70 percent of those drugs arc used
by people in the work force, and those in the work force
must be adults.
"Kids buy a little bit of dope, but adults buy a whole
lot of dope," said Creagh to accentuate the point. With
parents coming home using drugs no amount of the

This is why employers must step in to not only protect the children of the community but also the well
being of their own businesses. A combined loss from
absenteeism, lowered job efficiency, high accident
rates, pilfering and other lesser problems could cost an
employer around $9,660 for an employee who is a substance abuser.
Creagh said the reason adult abusers are not the
object of concern is because no one knows how to get a
message to them. Children can become a captive audience in auditoriums, but the only places to lecture an
adult is in church, at work or in jail. The most probable
place to begin is at work, said Creagh. He called for
employers to not only have pre-employment and random drug testing, but to also implement drug awareness
programs to make co-workers and parents more consciousof ihe problem.
After growing up in Chicago, going through college
and working for a large corporation for 10 years,
Creagh started his own business in cultural diversity
training. Only when asked to redesign a drug awareness
program aimed more at non-white middle class people
did he discover the problem and become a motivational
speaker.
"This has become more of a mission to me than a
job," said Creagh, so he keeps going.

Student organization reunites
by Catissa Wolf
In an effort to unify communication department students and bridge the gap between department faculty'
and students, a reformed Communication Student
Organization met April 16. The club is working on generating plans that will put some life back into the club
and department.
CSO was an active club on campus five years ago,
but in recent years interest has dwindled leaving a handful of interested students. Despite announcements and
llyers of the meeting throughout the communication
building, only six students showed up for the latest
meeting.
Given such a small turnout for the semester's second
meeting, adviser Rick Moore and the half dozen students questioned if the department should have such a
club.
"If this club disappears ... [communication] students
will no longer have a voice," Moore said. The students
agreed and decided to devise plans for next year that
would enable communication students to network with
each other and create a link between faculty and students. CSO members also elected officers to lead next
year's club.
Melissa Albert, who was elected administrative

coor-

New phone policy affects
flexibility, dialing off-campus

dinator, joined the club looking for a support system
within her field of interest and a chance to network with
other communication majors, something she finds difficult on BSU's non-traditional, commuter campus.
"Sometimes it's nice to be able to talk with people
who arc studying communication, but sometimes I find
that hard to do, even with people in my classes. A
chance to network with other students would be helpful
. in finding out what other classes and professors arc
like," said Albert.
CSO members arc taking their needs and what they
thought were general needs of communication students
into mind when addressing CSO goals and plans for the
upcoming year. Ideas that would promote the communication department and networking between members
were addressed as well as ways that could heighten
communication between faculty and students.
Tentative plans to elect a student representative to
allend department faculty meetings arc underway. CSO
~embe~s arc hoping that this sort of measure will proVide a link between professors and students, providing a
chance for general student needs to be addressed by the
faculty. CSO also discussed the possibility for holding a
book swap/sale, socials and creating a mentor program.
CSO is planning one more meeting before the end of
'~e seme~ter, and is primarily focusing on renewing
Interest In the club and gelling funding from ASBSU.
Nampa. And there's no need to-dial 1-208- to any of
these areas.
The new calling area went into effect Friday, April
25. Local long distance charges still apply to other por-

There's good news for studer.ts, faculty and staff living outside Boise. It's no longer a long distance call to
Caldwell, Emmett, Idaho City, Melba, Middleton or

tions of the state. Pre-programmed
to be reprogrammed

speed-dials will need

on phones and faxes.

Also, effective May 21, dialing off-campus from

recommend
gun safety
curriculum
Five senior nursing students at Boise State
University have conducted extensive research that
could have statewide implications in regard to teaching gun safely and accident prevention in Idaho's
schools. The students presented their findings on April

23.
Pam Mulcock, Teresa Smith and Terri Westerberg
arc hoping to gain support from the Idaho School
Board Association to develop a statewide gun safety
.program for elementary school students.
According to their research, which began this past
February, gun accidents among the nation's youth
have decreased 15 percent since gun safety programs
started in schools nearly a decade ago, but Idaho accidents have increased. Numbers from Idaho's Center
for Vital Statistics show 244 Idahoans under the age
of 19 died firearm-related deaths during the years of
1985-1995. Only 65 of those deaths were accidental.
None of the states require programs to teach kids
the dangers of guns, and many children have started
using guns on their own. The Eddie Eagle Program
and S.T.A.R. (straight talk about risk) are two current
curriculums the nursing students feel arc effective for
grade school children, K-6. They propose these programs be taught a minimum of one hour per school
year in Idaho.
"Education is the key to prevention of accidental
shootings," said Mulcock, a senior nursing student
involved with the research.
She presented the two programs to be ,,'used to
reinforce gun safety and provide kids with a strong
foundation of firearm knowledge and accident prevention."
The students said kindergarten is a good level to
start teaching the curriculum because it will make an
impact on them before they become adolescents. The
programs arc adaptable to most.classroom settings and
cost $15 to $20 per video.
The two programs instruct children to avoidany
form of contact with a firearm. They stress critical
thinking skills, conduct role playing in the classroom
and demonstrate the realities and risks associated with
playing with guns.
"Guns arc not-toys," Smith said. "We need to teach
the children that guns can cause serious injury and
even death if not handled properly."
The programs also stress that parents also playa
major role alongside the curriculum in teaching their
children awareness of guns.
. Right now Idaho doesn't have any laws that mandate teaching gun safety.

campus phones dialing will require '8'. Campus phones
currently need '9' before the seven digit number. The
change is due to the number of accidental phone calls
made to 911. Dialing 911 is no longer dependent on initially dialing '9'.
Callers are urged to stay on the line if the mistakenly
call 911 and explain to the operator that they have misdialed.
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NEWSBUCKET '
. Continued from Page 5
The institute is designed to provide a dynamic cross-culturat
lea~ning experience for those likely to interact with the people of
~hJna a~d Japan professionally and otherwise. In an increasingly
mternational world, teachers professionals, and others will benefit
from the institute's emphasis on how we come to understand others
and how they come to understand us.
The keynote address will be by Richard Madsen, professor of
~ociology, University of California, San Diego. Other speakers
Include Wong Zheng from Stanford's Institute for Research on
Women and Gender; Steve West of the International Institute of
Language & Culture; Louann Sowles, vice president and manager of
international operations for Key Bank of Idaho; and Bill Burns,
Hewlett-Packard's
LaserJet Asian Alliance manager.
Among the many topics offered are aesthetic principles of art and
architecture, philosophy and religion, travel logistics,
Chinese/Japanese influences on Boise, current international issues
and world trade issues.
.
Morning sessions from 9 a.m.-noon are followed by a 90-minute
lunch break. Afternoon sessions are from 1:30-5 p.rn,
Fees for the institute are $275 for the full week. Participants may
also register for individualhalf-day
sessions at $35 each or full-day
sessions at $60 each. BSU undergraduate and graduate credits are
available as well. For more information or to receive a registration
form, phone BSU Continuing Education at (208) 385-1709 for fax
(208) 385-3467.

Student AA meeting available
Looking to control an alcohol problem or are you a recovering
alcoholic? Help is available at the BSU Student Alcoholics
Anonymous meeting.
.
Students are invited to come by the Student Union Annex, behind
tli!?Multi-Ethnic Center on Michigan Street every Monday through
Friday at-noon,
For more information call Phyllis Sawyer at the Wellness Center
385·4105.
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Activities abound first
weekend of spring
by Clint Miller

given out to students who pledged to find alternatives to driving their car to school on Earth Day. Many promised to car
pool from Meridian and Nampa while students living in
Boise committed to riding their bicycles to the campus.

Spring is that special time of year when trees start turning
green again and people commune in the parks.when frisbees
get dusted off and mountain bikes roam free once again on
the Greenbelt. It's a time for concerts, races, water balloon
fights, all accompanied with the occasional downpours that
come with the season.
Earth Day was celebrated
with three events. The first official ASBSU Earth Day was held
last Friday, here on the campus.
On Saturday, Alternative Earth
Day was recognized at Julia
Davis Park and so was the official Earth Day on Sunday, April
22. The mix of sun and rain
made all three events somewhat
challenging, but a mix of bands
and speakers gave messages
about earth awareness and
entertained those who braved
the clements.

All over Idaho mountain bike races are beginning again,
The BSU Outsiders plan to take a few trips to some of these
great events. Interested riders can call Clint Miller at 3851725. Mountain bike training is also happening. Now that it
is starting to clear up trails will be ready for riding. Anyone
.-------------.

Race was fun but party was funner ..
PHOTO BY CUNr

ASBSU Earth Day reached students on campus by informing them about what steps are being taken to clean up the
BSU environment. Signatures were collected from students
supporting campus-wide recycling. Green ribbons were also

MIllER

interested in riding with the
BSU training group can leave a
message for Jonny Houston at
345-8204.
Runners are flocking to
spring races. April 19 saw the
20th Race to Robie Creek. The
13,1 mile course started at Fort
Boise where the pre-race festivities brightened a cloudy day.
Peel-off tattoos and the 20th
birthday cake were the appetizers for the race. The course follows Rocky Canyon road,
climbing the hill to Aldape

SPRING
Confinued to Page 8
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SPRING
Summit. Reaching the peak provides a emotional rush. Packs of
runners stuck together and
encouraged each other on to the .
end. Friends and family awaited
racers as they crossed the finish
line. Cheers arose from
bystanders along the side of the
road. After the race, runners and
spectators relaxed andate a fill •.
ing meal complete with ,baked
potatoes and fish chowder,
With all these great events on
one weekend, no one iii Boise
had time to stay at home. And.
spring is just beginning. Soon
the band shell in the park will be
ringing with music. Campers
will spend every free day out.in
the wilderness. The River
Festival will bring all those
annoying people back to town.
It's only the start.

Boise Mayor Brent (oles, right, ushers in Earth Day.
PIIOTO BY KARA BROWN

Northern Rockies Preservotion Project informs the mosses
about the destruction of the planet at Earth Day.
PHOTO BY KANA BROWN

Ho~'t9.P,ot~~t¥~ur·bike AUAP students

fl'omegRsilnd tl'lleves
by Cn~tMiller'".....

. Whihdt!s fun to take the bi'ke out, some little
. Be careful where you leave your bike as well.
steps wjllimprove youi<:hance~ of keeping that
This is the time of year. when the bike strippers
vehicle and help' avoid the otherpOtcnt~al hazards
c~me o~l. Tiley might not get the entire vehicle,
of cy(;ling.
•.'.,
but it is annoying not getting to ride because of
. If youpluJion rjdingafter~ark,
yoiimust"
. missing tires •.Quick release seats and tires arc the
.
.'
'...
,,'
'.,
.. .,' ....:
m~~t frequent victims to these bike nappings .. , '
have a head Iighfand reflectors; Peoplewalkinlr'R~mcb~rto
l()~k your cycle; Another good deteron the Oreenbeit'are hard to se60n those dark
.
.. .
.
nights. Failure to ~mp)y isals~avjol~tion
of the • rent is'geUing ridof,those quick releases and
'.
....,
.... ". ,',
' .. ",'
. ..,", .. using the,old-fashionednut and bolt style spires
law and the. police ha'p~9b'ein)vitlislap.;',.
"~tohold th,ose tires on. ". , .,'
.
ping down.a $35.00 ti >' ', ll:Youralreadyiight:~':,

Cyber Exchange
*Authorized Software & Computer Recycler*
4500 B Overland Rd.
Boise Idaho
In Tbe Country Club Plaza

011
..&"

New & Used Computers and Software
Upgrading/Service For Your Existing Computer
Buying and Selling Used Software

by' Clint· Miller
Outdoors Editor
April 26 found BSU Asian University American Program students enjoying the unique side of Idaho, a llama trek around the
Bruneau Sand Dunes State Park. BSU staff and students collected
for this opportunity to learn about other cuJture~' in the b~auty of
Idaho's outdoors.
.
.,'
.....'•.._:':
.
We left Boise early and headed out to MOli~jaih:lI<>iric~here
the llamas and guides waited for us. I( didn it tak¢lb6g.tog~,t the
aniainls on the trail. In the distance, the san~t'du .. ' .. ' dover
us. The weather was warm and the ;ttmospher' '."
't~' ..•.
making for a pleasant hike. Muchpf our di .
"'put
travel and seeing the world; Thej~llidesto)(J
i.taking animals on long tripslQ llieFrilnkCburc
rea. .
The llamas were easy to lead aiid we tooktuofihe
pack train. '.'
. ','
'. , .
Lunch was prepared at the ba,scoft
set up and students helpedcl,lt.pni .
Oysters and sardines provid~i,JaJ
eater's discretion. Everyone enjo'
dessert. The llamas sat inthe'btish
looking on at~s with contented faces;
After lunch aslide show e~l;il1ed'th
the paik,The dune wascrcat ..." ..
years ago and the arid wind
currents give the dune.its ~h'
, will dfive somesail(Ja' .'
'.ba~kio the dune. Th{'
··displ~y(ortIJldJitrjgu···
'. ','L1~ti1aS~r~th6,pe!f, ,
. cat le,s~,!nd ]\Ist'gra:itili
.'disposition iriakes:ihe ".

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon-Sat 10 am - 8 pm
Sun-12 pm - 6 pm

goon llama trek

finances. Moo's Cycle in Hyde park or World
Cycles on Eighth Street offer a good selection of
lighting devices.

*Attention Students*
We Will Buy Your Old School Softw.are!

Call Us @ (208 ) 387~2722

Fax us @ (208) 385-0445

i~ltf~ihct

;'tl.

:~,
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be crossed is funding.

C

Many students' class schedules conflict with their
lifestyles, making it impossible to finish a bachelor's
degree in four years or fewer. That's why Gov. Phil Batt
united with his counterparts from 13 western states to
search for an alternative to lengthy college car~ers.
The result is the Virtual University,
now called the Western Governor's

.

University,

Each governor in the Western Governor's
Association signed the same memorandumand
agreed to
provide equivalent financial support. The 13 states currently signed on to the WGU are Idaho,
Arizona, Colorado, Hawaii, Montana,
WGUwas
Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, North
incorporated in
Dakota, Oregon, Utah, Washington and
Wyoming.

January 1997 and
will introduce a
pilot program
this summer.
The pilot and
initial offerings
will include an
associate's degree
in general studies
and a' workplace
cernftcauon in
elect ronks.

The WGU is an educational system
provided almost cxplusively via telecommunications and the Internet.
Participants in WGU programs will take
courses at their convenience from their
personal computers in their homes or
offices.

.

WGU students will not have to
arrange their lives around class schedules. Instead, they can complete their
education by making time between their
other activities.

Graduation from the WGU is contingent upon passing certain tests.
Associate's degrees and work certifications earned through the WGU will not
be based on the number of credit hours
or classes taken, and the time it takes to obtain a degree
depends on the skills of the student. Rick Merritt, WGU
information officer, said software cost arc still unknown
and it hasn't been determined whether there will be a
general tuition to attend the virtual university.
Merritt said the usc of technology
is becoming more common.

Gov. Batt signed the Memorandum of Understanding
in June 1996, pledging to provide $100,000 to support
the implementation of the WGU in Idaho.

in higher education

"Many institutions offer classes at a distance which
do not require learners to be at the same place and taking
class at the same time. Another concept is that learning
docs not all take place in the classroom. That is why
. WGU is a competency-based system where learners will
be able to demonstrate their skills and earn credit for
those skills," Merritt said. "WGU will provide access to
those who previously have been unable to attend traditional higher education programs."
The technology-based university was the brainchild
of Colorado's governor Roy Romer and Utah's governor
Mike Leavitt, as well as a collaboration between the
Western Cooperative for Educational
Telecommunications
and the National Center for Higher
Education Measurement Systems.
WGU Interim President Jeff Livingston in Utah and
Interim Chief Academic Officer Bob Albrecht in
Colorado are pursuing the possibility oftheWGU
achieving accreditation. They have met with the heads
of the accrediting agencies covering the 13 states signed
on to the university.
One concern with the virtual university concept is the
ability to transfer from a traditional university to the
computer-based system. Merritt said it is the goal of
WGU to be accredited, and when that occurs a degree
would be transferable to other institutions. For example,
an associate's degree could count toward completion of
a bachelor's degree. Courses previously taken for credit
at other universities would be beneficial at WGU
because the knowledge attained would be applicable to
the competency exams.
The WGU is expected to become fully operational
and offer classes by early 1998. But one bridge still to
,

'~

~.

-j
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Batt is also on the board of trustees
which was designate\lthis spring. The
bo<ftd is comprised of the governors of
the 13 states plus an optional educational
representative for each state appointed
by its governor. Idaho will be represented by Rayburn Barton, executive director
of the State Board of Education.
In addition to the $100,000 promised
by the states to implement the virtual
university plan, the governors have
agreed to secure at least one center in
each state that will serve as a local
access to the WGU's services and software.

Some of the office spaces have
already been donated by various entities
throughout the states. The Huntsman Corporation provided space for the WGU's corporate and administrative
headquarters in Salt Lake City. Colorado Community
College Occupational Education System offered space
On campus for academic development offices. Sun
Microsystems Computer Company gave computers and
software for the corporate and academic offices in Salt
Lake City and Denver.
In addition to office space, the WGU needs $8 million to start up. Along with the financial support
pledged by each participating state government, the
WGU received grants from philanthropic organizations
such as The Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, which donated
$500,000; $250,000 from the AT&T Foundation;
$350,000 from IBM; $50,000 from International
Thompson Publishing; and $150,000 from the
Educational Management Group--a unit of Simon and
Schuster Publishing. Merritt said the university will rely
on other private donations to get up and running.
Rick Bailey, AT&T's law and government affairs
vice president, said of the WGU, "It's a bold, 'break the
mold' approach to higher education in western states,
and we're very excited to be a part of it."
Western Governor's Association spokesperson Karen
Deike said the WGU is seen as a new element in education. It addresses those needs currently not met by existing universities, but WGU is not meant to replace traditional institutions, It will broaden access to people who
can ',t be a part of the campus experience. Deike said the
WGU will also serve as a supplement for life-long learners.
Deike said the WGU will eventually offer degrees
equivalent to a bachelor's, but the programs will most
likely still Occur through participating universities-via
satellite. Not all courses offered will be solely on the
Internel. Deike said this type of learning is different
from regular distance learning because it is competencybased, rather than credit-based.
"The WGU is being described by many higher education experts as one of the most promising and extensive
distance learning efforts in the country," said Gov.
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Leavitt of Utah.
WGU Trustee john Buechner of Colorado said the
university is a breakthrough in education because "our
perception of what constitutes an education has changed
in that 'schooling is out and learning is in. '"
The idea that "schooling

is out" is debatable.

"I think the WGU is going to be successful because
they have a clear notion of what they want to do. I don't
think it's going to be an educational revolution, however, because they are only filling a small niche," said
Boise State professor Skip Knox.
Knox said he visited with WGU representatives and
saw the program demonstrated last October. The message WGU officials gave him is there is a limited scope
to what they want to accomplish. Knox said an independent study program with a limited number of associate's
degrees offered aoesn 't pose a threat to the traditional
university system.
Knox is a Data Center associate at BSU and teaches a
course in western civilization via computers. His class
doesn't meet formally in a classroom, which is similar to
most courses described at the WGU. Knox said he:
doesn't feel WGU is trying to reproduce a university online. What the WGU hopes to establish is basically a
stepping stone into a university or a refresher for current
professionals in engineering and related fields.
One concern with a virtual university is that students
will miss out on the entire academic experience, which
includes participating in classes and communing with
peers.
"Part of the educational process is going to classes,"
Knox remarked. "I would have a problem if they were to
say thiswill be a full university, but their goal right now
is not to replace the university."
Knox said students who participate in the WGU will
still need to attend a traditional university to some extent
in order to obtain a bachelor's degree.
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@lWorkbegins in June

..........•..........
@lOua/ifiedcandidates will be
knowledgeable in OuarkXPress,
Photoshop and I/Iustrator and
must have graphic design skills
and an artistic touch
@>p~;;iil;ti;ri ;lhe·Ju·/~·r~q~ir~s
work mostly durillgthe weekends
@l(~~did·a·t;~~~;t·b~ BSiJ·;t~dents
......................
Contoct Josh Casten ot

345-8204

for more information
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Unexpected Pregna

Let .Us Help!
WeoUer

.FREE SERVICES
1DC:IUdlDli
. OpOOD tODDsellD1l
t:a11800-376-0558
..~BoiseArea
~

2-3'76-0558

T.R.U.E.
Department Store Outlet

·ualMed.

Everything is 60% - 80% below retail
T.R.U.R. buys name brand merchandise direct from the

major, upscale department stores all across the country.
We are a true outlet, everything in the store has been deeply
discounted.
Huge savings on brand names like Liz Claiborne, Kasper,
Guess, I.N.C., Ralph Lauren, Carole Little Anne Klein, Calvin
Clein, Adrienne Vittadini, Jennifer Moore and many more.
T.R.U.E. Quality - T.R.U.E.

The Health Plan
Rated 't For

SlJvings - T.R.U.E.

331 N Milwaukee, Boise, Westpark Town Plaza,
between Ross & Pacific Linen
321-9694, Mon - Fri
10 - 9, Sat. 10 - 7

Quality Care
In Idaho.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Cqpital
Educators

Cl

FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

Founded 1936

Gse

TIllS CREDIT UNION IS
FEDERALLY INSURED BY
THE NATIONAL CREDIT
UNION ADMINISTRATION

the health plan that does more thao take care of you

. when you're sick or injured.
QualMed gives you quality care when you're well, too.

Serving the financial needs of

,

QualMed offers you ...

Boise State University

• Wellness programs to help you stay healthy

employees, students,
alumni, and
theirJamilies!

• QualMed's Health Line. A registered nurse as near as
your phone. 24 hours a day, 7 clays a week, 365 days a year
• Comprehensive Benefit Plans
• Competitive Rates

Call us for information on how you can join
CAPITAL EDUCATORS
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

Your Best Choice For Quality Care

fiii
QUALMED
UJ

SM

THREE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOUI
MAIN OFFICE

MCMILLAN

7450 Thunderbolt Dr.
(Cprner Franklin & Cole)
Boise, 10

12195 McMillan Rd.
(Corner McMillan & Cloverdale)
Boise, 10

PARK CENTER -

CALL US FOR INFORMATION
208·377-4600
800·223·7283 (Idaho)

345 Bobwhite Ct.
Boise, 10

L=:==========::J

Plans for Health

1-800-845-7881
WWW.qualmedidaho.com
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BSU Radio Club hosts amphitheater concert
by Erica Hill
Advertised as a "three-to-sunset" concert in BSU's
own Centennial Amphitheater, Boise State Broadcasting
Club's presentation of five local bands on April 25 provided a unique collaboration of the best Boise has to
offer. With bands such as Pomegranate Purple,
Supplefunk, Four Girls Drive, Left Coast, and the mainstream-bound Built to Spill, the afternoon recital
offered a diverse amalgamation of funk, punk, lounge,
jive and progressive alternapop, BSU's radio club fused
these assorted bands in an effort to promote their club
and the KBSU radio station, and provide the university
community with some free fun.
That's right, utterly free. Donations, raffle tickets,
and T-shirt sales did help out with menial expenses but
the radio station provided a free PA system while the
bands agreed to play absolutely gratis:
Although Built to Spill was the obvious highlight of
the show, the bands which preceded them certainly rose
above the demeaning title of "opening acts." The first to
perform was the two-man sensation named Pomegranate
Purple. With one on a singular bongo drum and the
other playing a common acoustic guitar you'd think the
dryness of their unplugged approach would dull out their
sound. Nat so. Finger manipulations on both instruments
created an overall sound not unlike those found on
Jane's Addiction tracks with a Primus twist in the
vocals.
Next came Supplefunk, a band whose name thoroughly describes itself. George Clinton would certainly
feel proud of this foursome's unique approach to pure
lounge and unadulterated funk. Supplefunk, composed

of a crafty keyboard player, bass, drums and saxophone,
played only three songs yet ran as long as Pomegranate
Purple. Their extremely lengthy tunes allowed them to
continually play with melodies and rhythms. Though
their timing seemed a bit off during the first song, and
despite a failing sound system, Supplefunk presented
lounge music at its best. The lack of lyrics forced listen-ers to concentrate on the tempo shifts and funky break
beating rhythms. The most promising addition-to
Supplefunk was the highly talented saxophone player
Eric Burnhard, now serving double duty for both
Supplefunk and the even more popular Boise band
Mosquitones. Burnhardt, as usual, did not disappoint
fans when he performed a nearly three minute solo
chock full of funk.

however, overshadowed the drum and bass led rhythms.
This was solely due to the shoddy sound system which
plagued the entire production. The earsplitting treble
distorted the overall sound, overpowered the vocals, and
completely consumed the bass. Left Coast, however,
was certainly not at fault for the horrid noise emanating
'from the PA system. In fact, they fared quite well considering what the had to work with. But hey, who's
complaining? It was free, right?

After an hour of energizing progressive disco-jazz,
the mood was taken to a completely different realm.
Four Girls Drive slowed down the party and literally
emptied the amphitheater out. A complete lack of cohesiveness in everyone of their songs robbed each of its
intended melody. This horrid timing was demonstrated
when the drummer sped up her tempo while the rest of
the band struggled catch up. In fact, they were so lost
they had to lay their sheet music out in front of their
instruments. Needless to say, it didn't seem to help very
much. The underdeveloped, throat-based vocalization
and symbol crashing drurrts were also two prominent
indicators that this band could certainly use some remedial work.

Now to get to what everyone had come to see, Built
to Spill. Opening with songs from Perfect From Now
On, frontman Doug Martsch apologized to those who
had seen them perform recently, as they were playing
the same set of songs from their last three gigs at the
Neurolux, Nobody seemed to mind. In fact, the new
self-proclaimed Buiit to Spill groupies shook in their
seats when they heard the commercially successful single "Untrustable." Martsch must have known fans would
beg to hear that single, so he got it out of the way by
playing it third. After pleasing the radio buffs, Built to
Spill got down to business. Their usual method of not
relying on loud, obnoxious raucousness to promote
themselves came off as utterly appropriate in the
amphitheater setting. As usual, their break beats were
clean and their switches in tempo did not waver in midstream. In a trademark that seems to be tagging itself to
Built to Spill, the group played their last song like. a 15minute jam session-full of progressive tempos and
rhythmic overtones.

Left Coast was already known as the band Built to
Spill suggested be on the ticket. So obviously they were
expected to sound as close to astounding as possible,
and they were. The simplistic drum rifts combined with
raucous punk style grit created an overall melodic, positive tone. The overemphasis on one of the two guitars,

For a first shotat producing a concert, the BSU radio
club proved quite impressive. Their hard work and
extreme patience in the dealing with the university also
shone through in this fantastic day-long production.
Only the glitches in equipment distracted from the afternoon's events.

Liner Notes
Brando's to host weekly improv troupe performances
Beginning First Thursday May 1 and continuing every Thursday
after, BSU students can join the fun with Funny Business at
Brando's Ballroom.
Funny Business is a professional improv comedy troupe featuring
some actors who are also BSU students. Among the cast members
are Dano Madden, Rebecca Prescott, Nick Garcia and Dwayne
Blackaller. Madden wrote the award-winning play "Drop," which
featured Garcia and Blackaller. Prescott was last seen in the
Morrison Centermain stage production of "Cabaret." •
Improv comedy is a format where the audience provides a topic
or suggestions to the actors, who immediately perform short skits
based on these ideas.
BSU Alumni Jenny Sterling, who runs the troupe, says "the great
thing about improv is that the show is never the same twice. People
can come to see the show again and again, and it'll be different
every time. This is a type of comedy that appeals to all ages and all
types of people."
Funny Business will perform at Brando's Ballroom at 202 N.
Capitol. Doors will open at 8:00 p.m., with the show starting at 8:30.
Admission is $5.00 and cocktails are available.

HOOTENANNY
CONTINUED ON PAGE J 2

~~~SYMPOSION
CoctailLounge

Why the Symposion?
Drink Specials
~ree Food Sunday
Starting 5pm until gone
Pool Tables
Bumper Pool
Darts
Friendly Atmosphere

Again You Ask Why?
It's still the best kept secret in Boise.
Across from Koppels BrowesviUe
2801 Fletcher
Must have J.D.
21 & over
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Premiere of Smilla's Sense of Snow to
benefit the Log Cabin

Arianna String Quartet rescheduled for
May4at BSU

The Flick's will hold a sneak preview of Smilla's
SIIOW, a contemporary thriller based on the
best-selling novel by Peter Hoeg, at 7 p.rn. tonight, as a
benefit for the Log Cabin Literary Center.

Music lovers who thought they missed the last Boise
Chamber Music performance of the Spring '97 series are
in for a treat. The Arianna String Quartet, originally
planned for April, has been rescheduled.

The film stars Julia Ormond as scientist Smilla
Jasperson, an expert on glaciers and the family friend of
a young boy
who dies mysteriously.
Although the
police insist the
death was an
accident, Smilla
travels from
Copenhagen to
thc icc fields of
Greenland and
floes of thc
North Atlantic
to discover to
'-----.... truth.

The talented quartet will present the music of Mozart
and Beethoven at,8 p.m. Friday, May 4, in the Morrison
Center Recital Hall. Tickets are $13.50 general and $9
for students and seniors.

Sense of

Canadian writer Sharon Butala to
give reading May 2
Canadian writer Sharon Butala, author of an awardwinning memoir of midlife change shaped by the
Western landscape, will give a reading at 7:30
p.m, Friday, May 2, at the Log Cabin Literary
Center, 801 S. Capitol Blvd. Admission costs $4
general, $2 to Log Cabin members at the door.
Butala left a promising academic career in the
city to marry a man who lives on a remote cattle
ranch in Saskatchewan. Her evocative and moving
book Perfection of the Morning: A Womall's
Awakening ill Nature chronicles Butala's emotional and spiritual struggle to adapt to this new rural
lifestyle. The book was published by Hungry
Mind Press in St. Paul, Minn.
Like Annie Dillard, Gretel Ehrlich and Terry
Tempest Williams, Butala explores the corner of

.
Directed by
Billie August (My Life as a Dog), thc film also stars
Gabriel Byrne, Richard Harris, Vanessa Rcdgravc and
Jim Broadbcnt. Ratcd R.

reclaim what is his, Gore sounds fiercely determined, if
not exactly butch, and Gahan comes across as alive and
awake. No more sedatives in his lifc.

Latcr, in songs dcsigned to provide the singer's
showcascs such as "Thc Love Thievcs" and "Sister of
Night," it bccomes apparcnt that Gahan's voicc is not as
strong as beforc. Hc sounds as wcak and tircd as the
photos in thc CD jackct. This actually works to Gahan's
advantagc on "Uscless," as guitar riffs carryon in thc
background, while the singer's brcathy delivcry adds an
atmosphcriccdgc.

Another notablc track is "Thc Bollom Line," which
fcatures Gorc vocalizing over pcdal stcel guitar. It's a
lillie strange, but somchow, it works. Gorc's prcsence is
undeniablc on Ultra, as he wrotc it all, played most of
the instruments and had an expandcd rolc vocally as
well.

The claborate "Homc" is sung by Marlin Gore (thc
Liberacc of synth-rock) in a prissy manncr, and sounds
morc than a lillic self-indulgcnt. Skip to thc next track,
please.
Thc best track on thc CD is thc current single "It's
No Good." This song sounds like an outtake from an
earlier alhum, with waves of synth. In an effort to

1010 Main Street
345-6605
ednesday. Apr. 30·

As far as production values go, this is classic
Depeche Modc, evcn with the abscnce of Wildcr and
longtime producer Flood. The addition of Tim Simcon
of Bomb thc Bass, coupled with some outside pcrcussionists, givcs the album a contemporary dance feel,
somewhat slightly morc organic than in thc past. Ultra
may rcprcsentthe work of a band in dcclinc, but it still
claims some relevance.

New-look Jayhawks
release Sound of Lies

by Josh Casten
Hootenanny

http://netnow.micron.netl-bluesbou

Editor

, ..

Every Thursday.

HOOCHIE COOCHIE MEN·
$1.50 well drinks

No Cover

5 pm • The Tourists - $I
iU'R-if~'oiiE
808
- $1
aturday. May 3

Th. Tourists

Sunday. May 4

- 8AR-8-0UE

808

• $1

,

Cold Shot

For more information call BSU music professor
Jeanne Bclfy at 385-1216.

mark of Cain." The sentiments herc, though, wcre
expressed more cloquently on "Rush" from the Devotion
alhum.

Live Music 7 Nights A Week

5 pm •

"Lillie Morning Music," a master class at 10:30 p.m,
thursday, May 3, will feature the Arianna String
Quartet and theBoisc High String Quartet in a casual
performance and cducation session. The master class is
free and open to the public.

Admission is $15 non-members, $10 Log Cabin
Members, Tickets arc available in advance at thc Log
Cabin Literary Center, 801 S. Capitol Blvd. For information, call 331-8000.

For information, call the Log Cabin Litcrary Center
at 331-8000.

Sincc we last hcard from thc band, singer David
Gahan was a suicidal junkic and keyboard playcr Alan
Wilder quit. The music on Ultra indircctly reflccts somc
of these changcs. The opcning track ,"Barrcl of a Gun,"
starts off promisingly cnough with Gahan's distortcd
voicc squalling about rcccnt expcricnces leaving "the

The quartet was awarded thc Ensemble-in-Residence
Fellowship Program atthc Tangle Wood Music Center
in 1995. The group took thc Grand Prize in the 1994
Fischoff Competition and First Prize in thc 1994
Coleman and Carmel competitions. After making its
Chicago dcbut in Orchestra Hall, thc group has gone on
to perform atthc Banff, Canada, and Norfolk, Va., festivals.

SMILLA'S SENSE OF SNOW

world she calls home. Butala is thc author of
five works of fiction, including a short story collection,
Fever, win ncr of the 1992 Authors' Award for Fiction.
A second memoir, The Coyote's Morning Cry, is a bestseller in Canada.
the

I've always becn a big fan of Depcchc Modc. My
first rcal kiss took place with "Black Cclcbration" in thc
background. Violator got playcd around thc clock at my
house in 1990, and cven SOllgs of Faith alld Devotion,
with its trendy grunge makcovcr, still had some classic
Dcpeche moments to it. This all said, and my Dcpcchc
Modc credcntials establishcd, their newcst rcleasc Ultra
takcs some adjusting to and may actually be a bit disappointing.

The eveningperformance
will feature Mozart's
K.499-the "Hoffmeister," Beethoven's Op. 95 and Bela
Bartok's crowning achievement, Sixth String Quartet.
The String Quartet No.6 is well-known for its connecting Mcsto thcmc, tuneful but surprising extended techniqucs and Magyar folk e1cmcnts.

ST.EVIE AAE VAUGHAN

TRI8UTE

onday. May 5,

BIG BLUE JOHNSON JAM·

No Cover

HOOCHIE

No Cover

COOCHIE MEN·

.$1

When Mark Olson left the Jayhawks a couple
ycars ago, it was naturally assumed thatthc band
was finished. Its strcngth was cssentially Olson
and Gary Louris, probably onc of thc finest songwriting duos in the last ten years. Thcir mix of
country, folk and rock, highlighted by harmonizing vocals, made the Jayhawks onc of the fincst
groups around. Aftcr finally rcleasing a single that
got some airplay ("Blue"), it looked as though
they werc on the vergc of something big, until
Olson left.
Aftcr a period of retlcction, thc remaining
mcmbers chosc to strivcon, and it lookslikc thcir
dcstiny may still bc realizcd. Louris is no~ thc
Icad singcr, with keyboardist Karcn Grotberg and
drummer Tim O'Rcagan providing backing
vocals.

The sound has been rcvamped a bit, with
straightforward rock in "Big Star" and "Think
About It," and a touch of wcirdness with "Poor
Little Fish." The classic elements remain, though,
with the hauilling "The Man Who Loved Life" and
thc title track. For the most part, the band ridcs the
mellow rock groove that's somewhcre betwcen
Grant Lee Buffalo and Counting Crows, and do it
well. Quitc simply, thc Jayhawks still arc among
thc clite of their gcnre, although they arc a bitlcss
dynamic with the abscncc of Louris.
The band's sound has also changcd in their
approach to dynamics, with a numher of songs
that ride mellow, easy-going vcrscs and erupt with
glorious, raucous choruscs in "Troublc" and
"Haywirc."
Although somc of the magic may bc gone,
Olson's dcparturc did notlcavc a great void. The
rcst of thc Jayhawks havc buckcd up and divcrsificd to put out a solid rcleasc that stands shoulder
to shouldcr with thcir prcvious cfforts.
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SPORTS

Nutt prepares team for season
by Amy Butler
II wasn't just another practice for the Boise State football team
last Friday night.

byAmy Butler

II was a chance for Head Coach Houston Nutt to say what he
expeets from the Broncos during the upcoming football season. The
group of devoted fans who showed up at Bronco Stadium to watch
the annual blue-orange scrimmage enjoyed the game and cheered
the Broncos on.

The Boise State women's tennis .eam,
ranked 51st nationally, was crowned Big
West Conference Champion this past
Sunday in Ojai, Calif.
Going in as the number one seed, BSU
demolished defending champions UCSanta Barbara 5-0 in the quarter finals of
the league tournament. On Saturday they
continued their winning spree by defeating
Nevada, 5-1, in the semifinals. Sunday was
the big day: a faceoff for the Big West
crown against sixth-seeded University of
Idaho, BSU's archrival. BSU beat Idaho sO.

"We've improved a lot since the first scrimmage and that's key,"
said Nutt, "They (the team) showed a lot of enthusiasm and I think
that's important."
Nut! was right. Enthusiasm was abound on the field and the players seemed to have a new sparkle in their step. Why not? With a new
coach and new players, it was apparent a new era is on the brink.
Two players stood out at the scrimmage and will be key names to
look for in the upcoming season: first-team freshman quarterback
Nate Sparks and sophomore running back Nicko Tatum.
"Nate has a strong arm but has to learn where to go with it," said
Nutt. "Nicko is a good tailback and has done an excellent job."

BSU Head Coach Jim Moortgat was
named the 1997 Big West Women's
Tennis Coach of the Year. BSU's numberone player, junior Gayleen McManus, was
selected the league's Player of the Year.
The win is the third straight league
championship for the Bronco women's tennis team. The Broncos won the 1995 and
1996 Big Sky Women's Tennis
Championships before joining the Big
West this season.

Other Broncos to watch for (to name a few) in the fall: Reggie
Ethridge (Sr./RB); Brian Steger (Sr./LB); Chad Hcimgartner
(Sr./LB); Jim Brekke (Jr.ITE); Tony Mamaril (Jr./WR); Todd
Belcastro (Jr./PK); Jeff Davis (Jr./P/DB); Ryan Stearns (Jr./WR);
Ross Farris (So./CB); Bryan Harsin (So./QB); Dave Malay thong
(So./RB); Bryan Johnson (So./LB); Nate Colbert (So.ITE); Zeke
Johnson (Fr./WR); Aristotle Thompson (FR./RB); Bart Hendricks
(Fr./QB); and Shaunard Harts (Fr./WR).
"We'll set some goals and carry them on to two-a-days and we'll
be much better," Nutt said.

Women's tennis
team best in
Big West

NATE SPARKS

I

~

.'

3 Broncos post NCAA

.2 HAPPY HOURS

provisional 'marks

C PATIO NOW OPEN! )

by Amy Butler

Now hiring lunch time waitresses

Sports Editor
BoiseState trackstcrs Niamh Beirne, Cormac Smith, Josh
Danielson and Casey Fischer traveled to Walnut, Calif. on April 18
to compete in the Mt. Sac Relays. Three of the competitors posted
NCAA provisional marks,
Beirne
liation,Jl
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SCIENCE AND EDUCATION BUILDING

MON-THUR7:30AM-8:00PM

FRIDAY'S7:30AM-5PM
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knowledgeable in QuarkXPress,
Photoshop and Illustrator and
must have graphic design skilk
and an artistic touch
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TaU a fUllY InteractIVe road IJ1p with the new Ford Escort ZJl2 on www.rord.com

WhIlO thoro may bo lOIS 01 gOOd deals out Ihero lor smart
Peoplo, this ono Is available onlY 10 collego seniors and grad .

studenlS. Get $400 cash bacll* lowanlthe purchase or $650
cash back* loward tho Red camel Lease (or Red camel ODUon)
01 any eligible Ford or Mercury. Sman going. And thallncludos

TIle new 1998 Ford Escort ~

the oxelUng new Ford Escon ZJI2,a Ientile way 10 grab 1110 by
tho Wheel. Big lun. For moro COllege Gradualo PUrchaso Program
Inlo, call 1-800-321-1536 or vlsh tho Well al www.lonl.com
'To be eligible, you must graduate with an assocates or bachelor's degree between 1011195and 113198
or be currently enrolled in graduate school. You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 1/4197
and 113198.Some customer and vehicle ellgibilily restrictions apply See your dealer for details,

College Graduate Purchase Program
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CALENDAR
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AlENDAR
The deadline for listings is 5
p.m. Wednesday, one week
BEDTIME STORIES ~t
before desired publication
Borders Books-Music-Cafe,
date. Be sure to include the
features The Boy Who Ate
event's time, date and locaWords by Thierry Dedieu, 7
tion, as well as a phone
p.m. in the Children's
number to contact for more
Amphitheater, 1123 N.
information, before faxing or . Milwaukee St., 322-6668.
delivering listings. listings are
free to BSU student organizaMILITARY HISTORY GROUP
tions. Events venues should
at Borders Books-Music-Cafe,
call 345-8204 to find out
features a discussion of the
how to get their listings in
book The Warrior Generals:
the Calendar every week.
Combat Leadership in the
Civil War by Thomas B. Baeli,
7 p.m., 1123 N. Milwaukee
St., 322-6668.

Wednesday,
April 30

ROSARY at St. Paul's Catholic
Student Center, 11:50 a.m.,
1915 University Drive (across
from the Administration
Building), 343-2128.

I
::

RITE OF CHRISTIAN INITIATlON OF ADULTS at St.
Paul's Catholic Student
Center, 7 p.m., 1915
University Drive, 343-2128.

11lursda~May 1

WEDNESDAY MASS at St.
Paul's Catholic Student
Center, noon, 1915
University Drive (across from
the Administration Building);
343-2128.

ROSARY at St. Paul's Catholic
Student Center, 11:50 a.m.,
1915 University Drive (across
from the Administration
Building), 343-2128.

COMMUNION SERVICE at St.
Paul's Catholic Student
Center, 12: 10 p.m., 191 5
University Drive (across from
the Administration. Building),
343-2128.

COMMUNION SERVICE at St.
Paul's Catholic Student
Center, 12:10 p.m., 1915
University Drive (across from
the Administration Building),
343-2128.

SIGN LANGUAGE SILENT
LUNCH, sponsored by BSU
Student. Special Services,
noon to 1:30 p.m., SUB
Johnson Room. Bring your
own lunch!

ARCHAEOLOGYLABORATORYOPEN HOUSE, sponsored
by the Anthropology Club
and Anthropology
Department as part of Idaho
Archaeology Week, 1 to 5
p.m., Hemingway Western

Studies Center, free.

Sunday, May 4

ASBSU SENATE MEETING,
4:30 p.m., SUB Senate
Forum, 385-1440, open to
the public.
FRENCH GUITARIST ELlSABETH BLiN at Grey Jewel
Gallery on Idaho Street, 6 to
9 p.m., 344-5823.

Friday, May 2
urHE INDIVIDUAL VS. THE
GROUP" presentation, sponso red by 008, a small group
communication project,
10:30 a.m., Hatch Ballroom,
free.
FRENCH GUITARIST ELlSA- .
BETH BLiN at the
Trolleyhouse on Warmsprings
Avenue, 7 to 9 p.m., 3445823.
SEAN BRESLIN at Flying M
Espresso & Coffee House, 8
to 10:30 p.m., Fifth & Idaho
streets.

BSU VOLUNTEER SERVICES
BOARD MEETING, get
involved with a service-Iearning organization that coordi- .
nates students with local and
regional volunteer projects
through agencies and individuals, 3:30 to 5 p.m., SUB
Chief Joseph Room, 3854240.

LDS CHURCH SERVICES at 9
a.m. or 1 p.m. at the LOS
lnstitute, 1929 University
Drive, or BSU Stake Center,
2150 Boise Ave.
NATIVE AMERICAN AA
MEETING, 10 a.m. to 11:30
a.m., 1.005 S. Michigan St.
(Little Red House behind the
Women's Center/The
Arbiter), call Wesley Edmo at
286-9369.

STUDENT PROGRAMS
BOARD EXECUTIVE BOARD
MEETING, hear upcoming
event plans for students,
4:30 to 6:30 p.m., SUB
Senate Forum, 385-3874.

SUNDAY MASS at St. Paul's
catholic Student Center, 7
p.m., 1915 University Drive
(across from the
Administration Building),
343-2128.'

BAPTIST CAMPUS MINISTRIES JAM SESSION, offers
Bible study, praise and worship, 7 p.m., SUB Farn~orth
Room.

Monday, May 5

Tuesday, May 6

ROSARY at St. Paul's Catholic
Student Center, 11:50 a.m.,
1915 University Drive (across
from the Administration
Building), 343-2128.

ROSARY at St. Paul's Catholic
Student Center, 11:50 a.m.,
1915 University Drive (across
from the Administration
Building), 343-2128.

f ..!-

LECTURE/SLIDE PROGRAM
uARCHAEOLOGY OF SOUTHERN IDAHO" sponsored by
the Anthropology Club and
Anthropology Department as
part of Idaho Archaeology
. Week, 3 p.m., SUB Hatch C
Ballroom, free.
SPB FAMILY ACTIVITIES
COMMITIEE MEETING, 3:30
p.m., SUB Senate Forum
Room, for information call
Sonia at 385-3655.
SPB SPECIAL EVENTS COMMmEE MEETING, 3:30 p.m.,
SUB Foote Room:
SPB CONCERTS COMMITIEE
MEETING, plan the BSU
Unplugged Series and concerts for students, 5 to 6
p.m., SPB Offices in the SUB.
. I""

,.,

FRIDAY NIGHT DANCE at
BSU Stake Center, corner of
Boise Avenue and Juanita.
Saturday, May 3
FRENCH GUITARIST ELISABETH BLiN at Borders BooksMusic-Cafe, 7 to 9 p.m., 1123
N. Milwaukee St., 322-6668.
ADAN at Flying M Espresso &
Coffee House, 8 to 10:30
p.m., Fifth and Idaho streets.

GOT

..

COMMUNION SERVICE at St.
Paul's Catholic Student
Center, 12:10 p.m., 1915
University Drive (across from
the Administration Building),
343-2128.
NONTRADITIONAL STUDENT
SUPPORT GROUP MEETING
features speakers on topics
of importance to adult students, 2:30 to 3:30 p.m., SUB
Johnson Dining Room, 3851583.

COMMUNION SERVICE at St
Paul's Catholic Student
Center, 12: 10 p.m., 1915
University Drive (across from
the Administration Building),
343-2128.
A$BSU SENATE MEETING at
4:30 p.m. in Sl;JBSenate
Forum, 385-1440, open to .
the public.
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Employment

ATTENTION PROFESSORS AND STUDENTS!Two bedroom one bath home, with hardwood floors.
Nice neighborhood 6 blocks south of BSU. Garage/shop
(465 sq. ft.) 344.9159

HELP WANTED-MenlWomen
earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards/electronic components at
home. Experience unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area. Call 1-520-680-7891
EXT

CZOO.

1988 OLDSMOBILE-Cutlass
Ciera,4 door,new
tires, new brakes, air, AM/FM Cass.', Cruise, Exc.
Transportation! 383-4427
1974 FORD-1974
.0033

camp

TENNIS ANYONE?- Looking for someoneto
us tennis lessons, May-Sept. 388-1121.

AEROBIC STAIR-STEPPER-It's
almost summer,
arc you ready to put on your swimsuit? If not, this stepper is perfect! Like new: $50 call 884-1666 leave message.
YAKIMA RACK-Bike and ski attachments. A must
for any outdoor enthusiast. $100.00 call 884-1666 leave
message.
MINI FRIDGE-Perfect for a dorm rooin~or tiny
kitchen (kegs tool) must sell $75. Call 884-1666 leave
message.

Fundralsing
FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE
$500 IN 5 DA YSGREEKS, GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY-NO FINANCIAL OBLIGATION. (800) 862-1982 EXT. 33
'

Housing

Health Products

,

BSU APARTMENTS NOW AVAILABLE-Married
students and students with children are given priority,
but single students arc welcome too! For information
call Student Residential Life, 385-3986 or visit us at
WWW:http://bsuhousing.idbsu.edu/srl/housing.hmtl.

Must

THE WINNING DIFFERENCE-SHAKLEE
Sports
Nutrition products have been helping world class athletes all over the world go farther, faster, higher. They
can help you, too. Call today tt>learn how you can
enhance your athletic performance with healthy, natural
products. Superior Wellness·362-3771.

Grants
MONEY FOR COLLEGE WE CAN HELP FUNDING. THOUSANDS OF AWARDS AVAILABLE TO

1

"

:

Internet Access

give
'

QUALIFICATION

LOOK HERE-EUROPE $269 Withio USA $79.
$129. Caribb./MexicO$189.r/t
CHEAP FARES EVERYWHERE!!
airhitch@netcom.com/www.isicoin.:fr/airhitchf.e
1·888-AIRHITCH
"
.
'

LTD great condition. $500. 384-

1994 MITSUBISHI MIRACJE ES-Cute-Red!!
Sell. $8,000 obo. Call 376-3003 leave message.

OFFICER POSITIONS-The Volunteer Services
Board is currently accepting applications for officer
positions. Internship credit is available in Social Work,
Communication, Honors, & Psychology. If you arc
interested in this internship opportunity, call the
Volunteer Services Board at 385-4240, or pick up an
application from the Student Activities Desk-Student
Union.
'

"

IMMEDIATE

Travel

Merchandise

COUNSELOR POSl'rIONS.o~riings
in all team
and individual sports, waterfront, art, drama,RN's,
coache~, .outdoor hiking, c1imbing,biking,canoeillgcompentive salary plus room and board located in the
Berkshire Mts, ofMassachusetls-21/2
hrsfroJTI NYCBOSTON. Call
Greylockat 1-800-842-5214~ .
Camp Romaca 1~,§88.2R()MACA -.

ALL STUDENTS
800-651-3393'

.;;;. ~.

.

,

. BSlJ.NET INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERFor
Windows 95 &NTWorkstation;BSUstudent,
alumni
or faculty. One e-mail account and 5 MB of web space
at $10 month/$30 quarterly. Contact Ann lee in B308,
http://www.bsu.net. contactus@bsu.net or call 3851046.

EducatIonal Opportunities
PowerRead WORKS!-Increase your reading speed
and comprehension dramatically, learn effective study
and memory skills. You can spend less time While getting better grades with this PROVEN"method. Call for
assessment of your current reading level, and see what a
difference PowerRead can make for you. Don't waste
summer; new classes forming. 345-1513.
DEBT ELIMINATION SEMINAR-learn'to
Eliminate debt without additional.income and without
consolidating your current loans. Weekly meetings.
taught by a local and inependent agentof Chequemate
International. Training and info completely free. Call
Kevin @ 442-0549 to reserve your seat and find out
details. Classes arc held only on Saturdays.
The Arbiter is not responsible for the credibility of
our advertisers. If you have any questions concerning
allY of the job listings, call tact the Better Business
Bureau

FISHBOWL

'- by ERIC ELLIS
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,! FREE STORAGE BUCKS!
! ~
$10.00 OFF

:*

!

I
I
I

I

monthly rental of any size storage at
STOR-IT RENTAL STORAGE
N. BOISE 853-4527

SW.BOISE 376·8750

3 MIN. FROM BSU

10 MIN. FROM BSU

15 MIN. FROM BSU

I
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~

speciafizing in

~

50's 60's 70's

~

-

EXPIRES 8-31-97
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~ • Hats
~ • Jewelry
~ • Furniture
~ • Gifts & Thrifts

~
~
~
~

~ AUTHENTIC YET AFFORDABLE ~

I 9{ostafgia Lane I

I ~

6623Ustic{g{j
Boise FD 83704

~
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I (208) 322-5708 I
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9{ostafgia Lane

~ • Clothing
~
@) • Accessories

I

MERIDIAN 887-0047
20 MIN. FROM BSU 1

"one coupon"
per month percustomer

~

:

FIVE CONENIENT LOCATIONS TO SPEND YOUR BUCKS
E. BOISE 344-6997

i IT'S NEW i
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